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JUNE 2017 HIGHLIGHTS
Mythbusters: The Search
From Friday June 9 at 19:30/22:00
The search is on for a whole new team of mythbusting, experimenting build masters to tackle the
truth and the science behind urban myths and
Hollywood tricks. In this reality series hosted by Kyle
Hill, 10 elite builders will battle it out for their
chance to continue the Mythbusters legacy and
become the programme’s new hosts. Each episode
features two myths that will be put to the test – one
team-based and one individual – in elimination
rounds designed to test the builders’ skill, scientific
knowledge and creativity. With brand new myths to
bust, as well as some favourite builds from the past,
the competition and the science will be fierce!

Asteroid Day (Stunt)
From Monday 5 June to Friday 30 June
between 20:20 and 22:00
It’s time to blast into space with a special series of
programmes this month to mark the annual Asteroid
Day. Man Vs Asteroid takes an intimate look at the
Asteroid Day Foundation co-founded by legendary
Queen guitarist, Dr Brian May. Using archive footage
and expert interviews, the programme reveals what
would happen if a large asteroid hit Earth, the
measures being taken to protect mankind and what
should be done now. Mission Asteroid recounts
NASA's best and brightest and their efforts to
conquer the asteroids that could destroy mankind...
but might also be the key to humanity’s survival. In
drama 51 Degrees North, a talented German
filmmaker grapples with the pressures of an
impoverished profession and a dissolving
relationship – and then discovers that the earth is
under threat. Combining the latest science, geology
and palaeontology, scientists give their reasons for
the extinction of dinosaurs in Last Days Of The
Dinosaur. Will one of the planet’s greatest mysteries
finally be solved?
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